This paper is concerned with the linear delay partial difference equation Am, ZpiAm-ki,n-li--qjAm+.,n+aj, 
INTRODUCTION
We consider the linear partial difference equation Am, n ZpiAm-ki,n-li + qjAm+5.,n+aj, i=1 j=l m,n 0, 1,..., (1.1) where Pi and qj are r x r matrices, Am, n-(alm,n, [3] and numerical analysis of partial differential equations [4] .
Some sufficient conditions for all solutions of certain scalar partial difference equations to be oscillatory have been obtained in [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The purpose of this paper is to derive a sufficient and necessary condition for all proper solutions of (1.1) to be oscillatory componentwise. SUFFICIENT exists for Izl > a > 0, Iz2l > > o. By taking the z-transform of both sides of (1.1) and using some formulas of the z-transform [6, 7] , we obtain dp(z,zz)F(z,,z2) b(z,z2), [6, 7] .
